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Prof. PR Mukund is an educator, researcher and entrepreneur. He is a Professor of 
Electrical Engineering at Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New York. He 
is also a keen student and teacher of Vedic way of life. Prof. Mukund started Tara 
Prakashana, initially in the USA, and subsequently in Bharat. This non-profit orga-
nization has saved thousands of ancient Vedic manuscripts from disintegration, in-
cluding the Sarvamoola Grantha of Acharya Madhva. His work has been reported 
worldwide, including BBC, CNN and MSNBC. Recently he started the Foundation for 
the Preservation of Knowledge in Penfield - New York, that focuses on Preservation & 
Dissemination of Vedic Knowledge

 Prof. Mukund has done ground breaking work in long term preservation of an-
cient manuscripts that contain the wisdom of the past in Bharat. His foundation has 
come up with a patented technology called Waferfiche, that can preserve manuscripts 
for over 500 years, and does not depend on current technology for reading in the fu-
ture. He is also actively engaged in bringing back manuscripts that are currently in 
Europe. In addition, he has conducted workshops on Vedic Science and Spirituality, 
in Bengaluru, Boston, Houston, Austin and Atlanta. In these workshops, he unravels a 
mesmerizing connection, mapping the Vedic wisdom to modern day Science & Engi-
neering concepts. He disseminates the wisdom in Vedic scriptures through his Vedic 
Discourses that he delivers across the US & Bharat.
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The India center, apart from housing a physical Vedic Manuscript library, will be a state 
of the art preservation lab. This will include the ability to use multi-spectral imaging 
to extract unreadable text and fabricate waferfiche using semiconductor technology.

Prof. PR Mukund’s major upcoming initiative - The INDIA Center
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